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The optimization of the recently introduced two-dimensional homonuclear RELAY 
experiment is described. Practical guidelines for optimization of experimental parameters 
and data processing are presented. The effectiveness of relayed magnetization transfer is 
found to be strongly dependent on the type of spin system. Explicit calculations predict 
the relative intensities of RELAY cross peaks for a number of commonly occurring 
systems. The feasibility of doubly relayed magnetization transfer experiments is discussed 
and demonstrated for a sample of gramacidin8 and for the trinucleotide A2’-5’A2’-SA. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The homonuclear RELAY experiment was first introduced by Eich, Bodenhausen, 
and Ernst (I). The experiment is basically an extension of the more familiar 
homonuclear shift correlation experiment (2-IO), often referred to as the COSY 
experiment. In the COSY experiment, magnetization transfer is limited to pairs of 
protons that have a mutual scalar interaction. The homonuclear RELAY experiment 
allows transfer between protons that are not mutually coupled, provided that both 
are coupled to a third “central” proton. It has been demonstrated that the 
experiment has great promise for the study of peptides and small proteins (II, 12). 
However, the RELAY experiment is inherently less sensitive than the COSY 
experiment, lineshapes in the 2D RELAY spectrum are more complicated, and 
intensities of peaks are generally poorly understood. We present a detailed analysis 
of the mechanism of the RELAY experiment, and will discuss the efficiency of the 
experiment for a number of different spin systems. General guidelines for the 
optimization of the experiment will be presented. 

In our analysis of the RELAY experiment we use the recently introduced operator 
formalism approach (13) because this provides physical insight into the mechanism 
of the experiment and avoids the use of the more cumbersome density matrix 
approach. To agree with the nomenclature used by Sorensen et al. (13), we define 
a 90,” pulse as a pulse that rotates magnetization from the positive z axis to the 
negative y axis. 
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THE HOMONUCLEAR RELAY EXPERIMENT 

The basic pulse scheme of the homonuclear RELAY experiment is set out in Fig. 
1. The effect of this sequence will be explained below, for the simplest case of a 
weakly scalar coupled AMX proton spin system with JAx = 0. First the transfer of 
magnetization during the mixing period from A to X will be considered, as this is 
the process that provides the crucial information in a RELAY spectrum. A sequence 
with all 90” rf pulses applied along the x axis of the rotating frame and the 180” 
pulse applied along the y axis will be considered. For reasons of simplicity, effects 
of transverse relaxation will be omitted unless explicitly stated. 

The first 90: pulse generates transverse A-spin magnetization along the -y axis 
(-Z,,).This magnetization then evolves during the evolution period under the 
Hamiltonian !A2,Zz + 27rJAMZArZMz: 

n.aI~z + ~*JAMIAZIMZI~ 

Z AY + [--Z~ps(Q~td + z~in(~A~I)lcos(~JAMtl) 

+ 2[z,&os(fiAtl) + zA~in(~ArI)]zM,$in(?rJAMtI). [II 
The first term at the right-hand side of the arrow denotes the in-phase A-spin 
magnetization. The second term is the term of interest, since it represents the 
antiphase A-spin magnetization that can be transferred to proton M by a 90” pulse. 
The second 90”, pulse, applied at the end of the evolution period, transfers the 
antiphase A-spin magnetization according to 

zMz[z,&os(nAtI) + Z&sin(fi2,tr)] *‘2(‘ti + Im! -zMy[z~os(fiA~l) + zA&dfiAh)l- [21 

The first term at the right-hand side of the arrow contains the product ZhZMy, and 
therefore denotes two-spin (zero- and double-quantum) coherence. As will be 
discussed later, this term cannot contribute to the transfer of magnetization from A 
to X. The second term denotes the M-spin magnetization that has been transferred 
from A, which is in antiphase with respect to spin A, and in phase with respect to 
spin X, along the fy axis. The 180” pulse at the midpoint of the evolution period 
removes all chemical shift effects, and the second term in expression [2] evolves 
according to 

2zJ~d~Jt.w + 2rrJuAdx.r 

2zAzzMy ) -z~in(?rJAM7)COS(?rJMX7) 

- 2ZM~x,Sin(aJAM7)Sin(~JMxT). 131 

90; 90” 
-+1 

180' 
-) $1 9$2 

FIG. 1. Pulse scheme of the homonuclear RELAY experiment. The phases of the rf pulses and of the 
receiver are cycled according to Table 1. 
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The terms at the right-hand side of the arrow in [3] denote the M-spin magnetization 
at the end of the mixing period, just before the final 90”, mixing pulse. Although, 
as will be shown below, only the fourth term contributes to the AX cross multiplet 
in the 2D spectrum, the fate of the other three terms will be discussed first. For 
convenience, the sine and cosine coefficients will be omitted. The first term, Zux 
denotes in-phase X-spin magnetization along the positive x axis. The final 90,” pulse 
will not affect this magnetization, and this in-phase M spin magnetization will 
contribute to an AM cross peak in the 2D spectrum with in-phase multiplet 
components in the F2 dimension and antiphase in the F1 dimension. The second 
term, zMJAz ) is converted into -ZMrZ,+,, by the final 90”, pulse, and represents 
transfer from A to M to A, and therefore contributes to the diagonal peak in the 
2D spectrum. The third term, ZkZA,Zxz is converted into three-spin coherence, 
ZMxlAJX y , which is not observable during the detection time, t2, and therefore does 
not contribute to the 2D spectrum. 

It is the fourth term in expression [3], Z,Jx,, that is converted into transverse 
X-spin magnetization that is in antiphase with respect to spin M, -Z~,lx,. The 
complete expression for this relayed signal, with quadrature detection during t2, is 
given by 

SAX(tl, t2) = sin(?rJAMT)sin(?rJ,x7)sin(~~A~t~)sin(?). [4] 

In full analogy to phase cycling in the more familiar COSY experiment (4-Z@, 
incrementing the phases of all pulses in the mixing period by 90” (i.e., 90”,-7/2- 
180?,-7/2-90’,), gives a SAX@,, t2) signal of the form 

SAX(tl, t2) = -i sin (~~A~7)sin(?r~MX~)sin(?TJAMt~)sin(~~~xt2)cos(~Atl)exp(i~Xt2). 

[51 

The difference of Eqs. [4] and [5], rearranging of the order of the various terms, 
gives 

SAX(tl, t2) = -isin(~~AM7)sin(?r~MX~)sin(?rJAMtI)Sin(?T~MXt2)eXp(-i~AtI)eXp(i~Xt2). 

[61 

Hence, phase modulation is easily feasible, and is completely analogous with phase 
cycling commonly used in the COSY experiment (4-10). An 8-step cycle is used in 
practice (Table 1) to suppress possible artifacts, and, as will be explained later, to 
decrease the size of the diagonal multiplets. As is commonly done in many 2D 
experiments, the entire 8-step cycle can be repeated four times, with phases of all rf 
pulses and receiver incremented by 90” each time, to further suppress possible 
artifacts (14). Cycling of the phase of the 180’ pulse can remove part of its “90” 
character” (Z5), but will generally not be necessary in this experiment, since the 
main effect of a small error in the 180” pulse is to cause small amplitude distortions, 
and no spurious resonances (apart from possibly doubly relayed very weak reso- 
nances). 
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TABLE 1 

The Phases of the rf Pulses and of the Receiver in the Various Steps 
of the Homonuclear RELAY Exneriment. Sketched in Fig. I ’ 

Step $2 Receiver 

1 X X + 

2 X --x + 
3 Y Y - 

4 Y -Y - 

5 --x -X + 
6 -X X + 
I -Y -Y - 

8 -Y Y - 

a The entire 8-step experiment should be repeated four times, with 
the phases of all pulses and of the receiver incremented by 90” each 
time. 

ORIGIN OF OTHER PEAKS IN THE 2D SPECTRUM 

First, we will explain why AM two-spin coherence, created by the second 90” 
pulse, cannot result in an AX relay peak. This two-spin coherence is of the form 
Z,,Z,, where (Y and 0 can be either x or y. This coherence becomes in antiphase 
with respect to spin X to give terms of the form ZAmZMsZx&n(a.ZrVIxr). The third 
mixing pulse can then only create transverse X-spin magnetization that is of the 
fot-m &zMzzXy. Because A and X are not coupled, the ZAz term in this product 
prevents this “magnetization” from being observable. 

There are four different pathways (16) that can contribute to diagonal multiplets, 
schematically represented for evolution, mixing, and detection periods as 

A,, + A, - A,, Val 
4, - A,, - Atr [W 
A,, - AM - A,, [7cl 

At, - Mtr + 4, 174 
where A,, and M,, denote transverse A and M spin magnetization, A, is longitudinal 
A spin magnetization and AM is two-spin AM coherence. The first and third of 
those four pathways ([7a] and [7c]), are eliminated by alternation of the phase of 
the final 90” pulse along the +x axis (Table 1). The sum of the remaining two 
pathways is given by 

+ cos(?TJAM7)cos(?TJMX7)sin(xJAMtI)sin(?rJAMtz)exp(--inAtl)exp(i~2AtZ). [8] 

It is seen from this expression, that the diagonal multiplet consists of two contributions 
with different phases, and it will therefore generally be impossible to phase this 
multiplet to the pure absorption mode. 
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The “COSY multiplet” in the 2D RELAY spectrum occurs via two different 
pathways: 

A,, - At, - M,, Pal 
A,, - Mtr - Mtr. [W 

The pathway 
At, - AM - Mt, 194 

does not give a contribution in the case of phase cycling according to Table 1, 
assuming perfect rf pulses and phase shifts. 

The magnetization transferred from A to M is then described by 

SAM(t, , tZ) = -sin(7FJAM7)cos(~JAMtl)sin(~JAMtZ)cos(?x~~)exp(-i~2At,)exp(i~~tz) 

+ sin(?rJ,M~)cos(?rJ~x~)sin(~J~~~I)cos(~JAM~Z)cos(~J~xt2)exp(-iOAtl)exp(i~,t~). 

[lOI 
This signal represents the superposition of an “in-phase F,, antiphase F2” and an 
“antiphase F,, in-phase Fz” multiplet which are 90” out of phase relative to each 
other, and can in general not be phased to the 2D absorption mode. 

OPTIMIZATION FOR AN AMX SPIN SYSTEM 

In optimizing the homonuclear RELAY experiment, the aspects to consider are 
(a) optimizing intensity of relayed magnetization, (b) minimizing intensity of COSY 
and diagonal peaks, and (c) optimizing resolution in the 2D spectrum. 

(a) The intensity, 1, of the relayed magnetization follows directly from expression 
[4], and has the proportionality 

Z- sin(*J,MT)sin(7rJMxr)exp(-r/T2) El 14 
where T2 is the transverse relaxation time of spin M. For the case where JAM and 
JMx differ by less than a factor of two in magnitude, and JAM, JMx % T;’ , the 
optimum T value is near the condition 

T = (JAM + JMx)-‘. [l lb1 

In the case where JAM, JMx 4 T;‘, the optimum r value is near the condition 

r = 2T,. [l ICI 
In the important intermediate case where J is of the order of T;‘, a value slightly 
(IO-30%) shorter than given in Eq. [ 1 lb] will optimize the amount of relayed 
magnetization. Figure 2 shows a graphical presentation of the relayed intensity as a 
function of mixing time, for various values of T2. From Eq. [6] it is seen that the 
amount of relayed magnetization is proportional to sin(nJAMtl)sin(?xtZ). For 
acquisition times in the t, and t2 dimension (tlmax and tzmax, respectively) on the 
order of l/(Jnn), optimum “matched” filtering (I 7) is therefore a nonshijkd sine- 
bell function (18) possibly in combination with exponential or Gaussian weighting 
to take relaxation effects into account. The similarly shaped convolution difference 
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FIG. 2. Intensity of the AX RELAY cross multiplet in an AMX system as a function of the mixing 
time for various values of the transverse relaxation time, Tz. Intensity “1” corresponds approximately to 
the intensity that would be observed for an A’X’ system with JAx. = (IJAM + I&J)/2 in a regular COSY 
experiment with identical acquisition and data processing parameters. JAM = &x = 7.0 Hz. 

filtering function (19) and pseudo-echo window (20) can also be used for this 
purpose, but are often harder to optimize than is the use of a nonshifted sine-bell 
function. 

(b) The intensity of diagonal and COSY peaks will be close to their minimum 
for a T value given in Eq. [ 1 lb]. Parts of the time domain signals of diagonal peaks 
are in phase for t, = 0 and for t2 = 0 (Eq. [8] and [lo]), this means, they have a 
cos(rJAMtl) or cos(dAMt2) dependence. Those parts will be attenuated by the use of 
the sine bell filtering function. 

(c) Resolution in the absolute-value mode presentation is close to optimum if a 
sine-bell filtering function in both dimensions is used prior to Fourier transformation. 
Long acquisition times in the tl and t2 dimensions in principle provide high 
resolution, but for lengths larger than l/JHH, this does usually not significantly 
enhance the intensity of a cross multiplet anymore but merely resolves individual 
components in the cross multiplet. This higher resolution can be useful when the 
method is applied to molecules with severe overlap of cross multiplets but generally 
is not recommended for the study of large molecules which often have short T2 
values, because of the dramatic effect on sensitivity. Therefore, in general, values 
for tImax and t2,,,= of the order of 100 to 150 ms provide optimum results, and 
require only a modest data matrix size. 

OTHER SPIN SYSTEMS 

The discussions given above were restricted to the simple case of an AMX spin 
system. In practice, however, often more complicated spin systems are encountered. 
Optimization of the choice for the 7 delay will be discussed for a number of 
commonly occurring spin systems. The simple case of an AMX subsystem, discussed 
above, is also applicable to systems where proton A and/or X are coupled to protons 
other than M. The only restriction on the AMX case is that proton M is only 
coupled to two protons, A and X. 
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AMX2 spin system. The AMX2 system sometimes applies to cases where one 
transfers from the amide proton to the two @ protons in a number of amino acids, 
provided that the two B protons are magnetically equivalent. Using the operator 
formalism approach (14), a relayed transfer efficiency function F(T) can be derived, 
given by 

F(7) = sin(?rJ,,7)sin(27rJ,x7). [121 
For the case where JAM = JMx, this function is sketched in Fig. 3a. 

AMX, spin system. This system applies, for example, for transfer from an amide 
proton to the methyl group in alanine residues. The transfer function is given by 

e;(7) = 3 sin(7rJAMT)[sin(7rJMxT) + sin(3rJMx7)]/4. 

This function is sketched in Fig. 3b. 
]131 

A&.fQXj spin system. This system is appropriate for the magnetization transfer 
between the two inequivalent methyl groups in valine residues. The transfer 
efficiency is in this case described by 

F(T) = 9[sin(7rJAMT) + sin(3n;1,,7)][sin(?rJMx7)+ sin(37rJ,xT)]cos(?oT)/16. [14] 

This function is sketched in Fig. 3c. Note that very intense RELAY peaks can be 
observed for T values on the order of 25 ms, whereas the intensity rapidly drops to 
zero for larger values. 

AMQ+Xj spin system. For the case where the chemical shifts of the two methyl 
groups of a valine residue differ by more than several hertz, the spin system must 
be considered as an AMQ3X3 system. In this case the transfer efficiency is given by 

F(7) = 3 sin(?rJAM7)[sin(?rJMxT) + sin(3?rJIMx7)][3 cos(?rJ~z~) + cos(3?rJMz~)]/16. 

1151 
This function is sketched in Fig. 3d. 

AMQX spin system. The AMQX spin system occurs very commonly. Two 
different cases can be distinguished: 

( 1) Both spins A and X are coupled to both spins M and Q. This situation 
occurs, for example, in leucine, for transfer from the (Y to the y proton, provided 
that the two /3 protons are nonequivalent and weakly coupled. This type of spin 
system also applies to deoxynucleotides, for transfer from the 1’ to the 3’ proton. 
The transfer function in this case is the sum of two contributions, transfer via M, 
and transfer via Q: 

F(T) = sin(rJAM7)sin(?xT)cos(7rJMoT) + sin(*J,or)sin(?rJox7)cos(rrJMoT). [ 161 

The geminal coupling JMQ is usually on the order of 12-16 Hz and signal nulling 
of the relay peaks will occur for 7 values on the order of 35 ms. The transfer 
efficiency is sketched in Fig. 3e. Equation [ 161 describes the total magnetization 
transfer from A to X. Even though this function has a rather large value for a 
relatively long duration of the mixing time, in practice the RELAY cross peaks 
usually have low intensity. This is due to the fact that the multiplet structure of A 
and M, over which the relayed magnetization is distributed, are split by both M 
and Q, halving their intensities. 
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FIG. 3. Intensity of the AX RELAY cross multiplet as a function of mixing time for various spin 
systems in which JAx = 0, and T, = 100 ms. (a) AMX2 system with J MX = 7 Hz; (b) AMXs system with 
J MX = 7 Hz: (c) AsMQXr system with JAM = Jhlx = 7 Hz, JAo = Jxo = 0, (d) AMQJX9 system with 
JMQ = JMx = 7 Hz, J Ao = Jox = 0; (e) AMQX system with J,,,o = 14 Hz and Jinx = Jox = JAQ = 7 Hz; 
(f) AMQX system with .Jklo = Jklx = 7 Hz, J +.o = 0; (g) AMPQX9 system with Jso = &o = .Tklx = 7 
Hz. Intensity “1” corresponds approximately to the intensity of an AX cross peak that would be observed 
in a hypothetical spin system that differs from the one mentioned only by omission of spin M and by 
introduction of a coupling JAx = (IJAM + (JMx1)/2. 
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(2) Spin A is coupled to spin M, and spin M is coupled to both Q and X. This 
case occurs, for example, for transfer from an amide proton to two nonequivalent 
/3 protons. The transfer function is then given by 

F(7) = sin(?rJ,,7)sin(?r.&7)cos(7rJ~o7). 

This function is sketched in Fig. 3f. 
[I71 

AMPQX, spin system. The transfer function for the AMPQX3 spin system is 
appropriate for transfer from the (Y proton to the y-methyl group in isoleucine. The 
transfer function is given by 

47) = 3 sin(rrJAMr)[sin(r.JMxr) + sin(3?rJ,xT)] [cos(7rJ~07)cos(7rJ~r.~)]/4. [ 181 

The shape of this function is sketched in Fig. 3g. 
As mentioned before, the transfer functions [ 12]-[ 181 are also valid for cases 

where A and X are coupled to a number of other spins, provided that those other 
spins have no (or a very small) coupling with spin M. The effect of those other 
spins coupled to A or X, is to spread the intensity of the relayed magnetization 
over a larger number of individual peaks in the relay cross multiplet and the 
observed maximum intensity for this multiplet will therefore decrease. Exact 
calculation of the intensity of a cross multiplet in a 2D RELAY spectrum is 
generally not feasible because it depends strongly on the size of the couplings 
involved, the T2 values, the digital filtering window, and on the lengths of the . . . . 
acquisition times, tlmax and tZmax. However, an idea about the intensity that is 
expected for a cross peak in a 2D RELAY spectrum can be obtained from the 
calculated transfer efficiency. Intensity “ 1” for a cross multiplet between nuclei A 
and X corresponds approximately to the intensity that would be observed in a 
COSY spectrum for the cross multiplet between two hypothetical nuclei A’ and X’ 
with a coupling constant that is the average of IJAM and &IX[, spin M being absent, 
but all other passive spins being present. This means that A’ and X’ would have 
approximately the same multiplet structure as A and X, respectively. For the 
AMQX system, where two “transfer nuclei,” M and Q, are present, intensity “ 1” 
corresponds approximately to the intensity that would be observed in a COSY 
spectrum for an AQX system where a coupling, JAx would be present that equals 
the average of /JAM/ and IJMxl, other couplings remaining unchanged compared 
with the AMQX system. 

It is seen from the graphs in Fig. 3 that the intensity of relayed magnetization 
depends strongly on the size of the coupling J AM; however, the optimum choice for 
the mixing time is only little affected by variation of the value of JAM. 

FIG. 4. Pulse scheme of the homonuclear double-RELAY experiment. For optimum results, phases of 
the various rf pulses should be cycled according to Table 2. 
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TABLE 2 

The Phases of the rf Pulses and of the Receiver in the Various Steps of the 
Homonuclear Double-RELAY Experiment, Sketched in Fig. 4” 

Step 43 Receiver 

1 X 

2 X 

3 X 

4 X 

5 Y 
6 Y 
7 Y 
8 Y 
9 -X 

10 -X 

11 --x 

12 --x 

13 -Y 
14 -Y 
15 -Y 
16 -Y 

X 

X 

-X 

-X 

Y 
Y 

-Y 
-Y 
--x 

--x 

X 

X 

-Y 
-Y 

Y 
Y 

X 

--x 

X 

-X 

Y 
-Y 

Y 
-Y 
-X 

X 

-X 

X 

-Y 
Y 

-Y 
Y - 

‘The entire 16-step sequence should be repeated four times, with phases of all 
pulses and of the receiver incremented by 90” each time. 

MULTIPLE SIGNAL RELAY 

As mentioned by Eich et al. (I), double-signal RELAY experiments are feasible. 
Such experiments allow, for example, correlation of the amide proton with the 
methyl protons in valine. We present the simplest efficient scheme that is suitable 
for this purpose. The pulse scheme is set out in Fig. 4. A 16-step phase cycle (Table 

0 20 40 60 80 100 

MIXING TIME (ms) 

FIG. 5. Integrated intensity of the RELAY cross multiplet between the (Y proton and y-methyl protons 
in isoleucine, dissolved in *H20, at pH 2.7. Each measured cross peak intensity was obtained from a 
complete 2D RELAY experiment with full phase cycling (32-step). The drawn line represents the 
normalized calculated intensity. 
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FIG. 6. 500 MHz spectra of gramacidin-S, c(Phe-Leu-Om-Val-Pro), in DMSO-d,. (a) Two-dimensional 
RELAY spectrum obtained from a 5 12 X 1024 data matrix, with 32 acquisitions per t, value. The mixing 
time, T, was 36 ms. (b) Two-dimensional double-RELAY spectrum, also obtained from a 512 X 1024 
data matrix, with 64 acquisitions for each t, value. Both halves of the mixing period, 7, and r2, were 
equal to 36 ms. Both spectra are presented in the absolute value mode, and identical data processing has 
been used for the two spectra. Along the F2 axis, a regular ‘H RD spectrum is shown. Double-RELAY 
cross peaks between the amide and methyl protons in the Val residue, and the (Y and methyl protons in 
the Leu residue are indicated by arrows. 

2) is needed in this experiment to minimize unwanted COSY and “single-RELAY” 
correlations. The entire 16-step experiment is then repeated four times in the usual 
fashion by incrementing the phases of all pulses and of the receiver by 90” each 
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time, in order to eliminate quadrature artifacts (15). The mixing time now consists 
of two halves, 7, and TV, both with a 180” pulse in the center. For an A - M - 
Q - X double-RELAY transfer, during the first half of the mixing period, 7,, 
magnetization is transferred from A through M to Q (after the second 90” mixing 
pulse). During the second half of the mixing period (TV), this Q-spin magnetization 
is transferred to nucleus X. The total transfer efficiency equals the product of the 
transfer efficiency from A to Q (for mixing time 7,) and the transfer efficiency from 
M to X (for mixing time TV). Both factors can be calculated using expressions [ 1 l]- 
[ 181. Note that if 71 and 72 have different durations, the two doubly relayed cross 
peaks will generally differ in intensity. 

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

A large number of spin systems has been investigated to check the correctness of 
the expressions presented in the previous section. Experiments have been performed 
on a Bruker CXP 200 MHz spectrometer, a Nicolet 270 MHz spectrometer and on 
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FIG. 7. High-field region of the 500 MHz double-RELAY spectrum of the trinucleotide A2’-SA2’-SA. 
The spectrum is obtained from a 256 X 512 data matrix, with 64 acquisitions per t, value. The total 
measuring time was 9 h. Both halves of the mixing time, 7, and 7*, were 60 ms. 
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a Nicolet 500 MHz spectrometer. All results were qualitatively in good agreement 
with theory. Of course, the graphs, presented in Fig. 3, give only a qualitative 
impression of what to expect for a certain spin system. For actual use, one has to 
substitute the real values of the scalar couplings in expressions [ 1 l]-[ 181. Here, 
results will be presented for a sample of isoleucine, dissolved in 2H20, at pH 2.7. 
The (Y, @, and y protons form an AMPQX3 spin system, with JAM = 4.0 Hz, 
J = 7.0 Hz, Jp,.p = 4.8 Hz and JMa = 8.7 Hz. Fourteen two-dimensional 
erceriments were performed, and the integrated intensities for the AX RELAY 
cross peak are shown in Fig. 5, showing good agreement with theoretical predictions. 

Figure 6 shows the single- and double-RELAY spectra for a 50 mM solution of 
gramacidin-S in DMSO-d6. The experiments were performed at 500 MHz, and full 
phase cycling (32~step and 64-step, respectively) was used. The single-RELAY 
spectrum (Fig. 6a) shows connectivity between all four amide protons and the 
corresponding B protons. The double-RELAY spectrum (Fig. 6b) shows a number 
of COSY and single-RELAY peaks, and also two double-RELAY peaks, indicated 
by arrows. For example, the amide/methyl cross peaks for the valine residue have 
rather high intensity and immediately identify those resonances. Intense amide/ 
methyl cross peaks for valine residues have also been observed in a small protein, 
currently under investigation. 

Figure 7 shows the double-RELAY spectrum for the trinucleotide A2’-5’A2’-5’A, 
obtained at 500 MHz. The spectrum shows that protons 1’ to 4’ can all be correlated 
with relatively high intensity, giving an unambiguous subspectrum for each individual 
sugar unit by taking a cross section parallel to the Fi or F2 axis at the F2 or F, 
frequency of the corresponding anomeric proton. 

DISCUSSION 

It is clear from the analysis of the experiment, that optimum signal relay depends 
not only on the size of the coupling constants involved, but also on the type of spin 
system. At first sight it may appear disappointing that no single optimum value for 
the mixing time in the RELAY experiment exists. However, the fact that different 
spin systems show optimum RELAY cross peaks for different durations of the 
mixing time can also be advantageous; by performing a number of RELAY 
experiments with different durations of the mixing time one may be able to identify 
certain types of spin systems directly by analyzing the RELAY cross peak intensity 
as a function of the mixing time. Since one often wants to observe peaks with very 
low intensity, it is important to keep the spectrum as free as possible from artefacts 
and intense resonances that are of no interest (diagonal and COSY-type peaks). The 
32-step phase cycling described earlier is optimal for this purpose. Further phase 
cycling does not significantly improve the spectrum and merely increases the 
minimum measuring time for the experiment. With the phase cycling described in 
this paper we find it unnecessary to place the transmitter at the low or high-field 
side of the spectrum and thus a minimum size of the data matrix can be employed. 
Possible nonsuppressed ptype and axial peaks (8) could not be detected, even 
though in some of the experiments the signal-to-noise ratio on traces parallel to the 
F, axis was higher than 800: 1. A relaxation delay equal to 1.5 Ti between successive 
scans is close to optimum from a sensitivity point of view, and is sufficiently long 
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to avoid the introduction of artifacts. The use of a non-shifted sine-bell filter is close 
to optimum since (a) it matches approximately the envelope amplitude of the signal 
components that contribute to a RELAY cross peak, (b) it partially suppresses 
unwanted diagonal and COSY-type peaks, and (c) it improves resolution in the 
absolute-value mode. 

Double-RELAY experiments are also feasible. The intensities of double- and 
multiple-RELAY cross peaks can be predicted in a similar way as described above. 
This experiment is particularly useful if no nonequivalent geminal protons are 
present, due to the relatively large amount of transfer that can be obtained in this 
case. We have found the experiment very powerful in the study of complex 
carbohydrates and polynucleotides, as well as for the assignment of resonances in 
large peptides and small proteins. 
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